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II incombe a I1' janisme charge de reglementer

1'exploitation de: jentrales nucleaires (au Canada,

la Commission de controle de l'energie atomique) de

veiller a ce que soient limites lea riaques d'emis-

sion accidentelle de rayonnements due a des acci-

dents d'origine externe a ees centrales. Jusqu'a

maintenant, les constructeurs des centrales nu-

cleaires au Canada n'ont cependant eu a tenir compte

d'aucune norms explicite a l'egard des tomades,

situation qui va toutefois changer lors de l'amena-

gement de la centrale de Darlington. Aux Etats-

Unis, ofl la conception des centrales nucleaires

ripond a de telles normes depuis 1967, l'enonce de

cette exigence a mene a une etude volumineuse de la

probability des tornades et de leurs effets destruc-

teurs. Nous pouvons utiliser, a titre de donnees

de base, les renseignements que les Etats-Unis ont

releves sur les centaines de tornades que ce pays a

subies au cours des cinquante dernieres ant-ess;

malheureusement, le Canada ne dispose actuellement

d'aucune source de renseignements equivalente ni

sur les tornades ni sur d'autres phenomenes atmo-

spheriques extremes. Comme cette lacune vaut egale-

ment pour l'Est du Canada, il n'y a d'autre possi-

bility que celle d'extrapoler les phenomenes voulus,

a faible taux d'apparition, a partir des meilleurs

renseignements disponibles.

Aussi a-t-on realise une etude theorique de simu-

lation employant l,a methode Monte-Carlo et un modele

d'environnement propice a 1'apparition de tornades

pour une region donnee, etude dont nous presentons

ci-apres un compte rendu Bommaire.

L'evaluation complete des dangers inherents aux

tornades doit tenir compte des points suivants: 1)

la probability d'apparition d'une tornade et la

force du phenomene, 2) la prevision estimative des

dommages qu'elle peut infliger aux constructions

d'une centrale nucleaire, et 3) le degagement et la

dispersion d'effluents riiioactifs aux membres du

public si la resistance des structures est insuffi-

sante. Les responsables de 1'etude se sont res-

treints au point 1) et au contenu du point 2) qui

concerne la forme geometrique des lieux. U s ont

slraule des tornades reparties au hasard dans l'espace

(le sud de 1'Ontario) et le temps (5 000 ans) en

utilisant comme variables les degree de l'echelle

d'intensite (I) de Fujita et les directions (0) que

prennent les tornades selon les donnees americaines,

et en appliquant a ces variables une distribution

logarithmo-normale des probabilities d'apparition.

La mise en rapport des longueur (L) et largeur (W)

derivees du parcours des tornades avec la forme

gSometrique de la region visee a ensuite permis de

calculer la frequence d'apparition des tornades en

un lieu donne. Un expose graphique illustrant la

frequence annuelle et la velocite (JV) a suivi.

Cet exercice a notamment reveTe qu'une tornade

peut traverser, tous les cinq cents ans, un endroit

ayant les dimensions du pare nucl£aire de Bruce .

Les resultats obtenus sont tres imparfaits, puisque

tres peu de donnees (meteorologiques ou autres)

canadiennes ont ete introduites dans les calculs.

U s indiquent toutefois une frequence d'apparition

de l'ordre de 10 tornade/annee; il importe des

lors que cette frequence entre en ligne de compte

dans 1'evaluation de la surete des centrales.

La CCEA continue de preter son concours aux

recherches sur la frequence d'apparition et la

force des tornades, notamment sous forme d'une

participation financiere 3 la constitution, par

le Service de 1'environnement atmospherlque, d'une

base de donnees canadiennes sur les tornades.
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THE TORNADO RISK IN EASTERN CANADA
- A MONTF CARLO APPROACH

G. J. x. Asms
Atomic Energy Control Board

270 Albert Street, Ottawa, Canada KIP 5S9

ABSTRACT

In the United States, a tornado design require-
ment uas imposed on nuclear power plants in 1967.
This requirement precipitated considerable study on
the probability of tornado strikes arid the conse-
quent damage. As a data base, records of thousands
of tornadoes which occurred in the U.S. in the last
SO years were available. Unfortunately, no such
data base exists for tornadoes and other extreme
atmospheric events in Canada.

It is the purpose of this paper to report on a
Hneore.ti.cal study employing a Monte Carlo technique
to simulate the tornado environment for a hypothe-
tical site. This exercise concluded that a site
the size of a large nuclear park such as Bruce can
be traversed by a tornado every 500 years. The
results are very preliminary since very little
Canadian data or meteorological considerations
have been involved. The results do, however,
show that the frequency of a tornado strike is in
the order of IO~ events/annum and is therefore of
concern in the safety assessment of nuclear
facilities.

INTRODUCTION

I t i s the r e s p o n s i b i l i t y of the Regulatory Body

( i s Canada, the AECB) to ensure that r a d i o l o g i c a l

risks resulting from the effects of external hazards
on nuclear fac i l i t ies , do not exceed acceptable
levels. There exists a class of external hazards -
tornadoes - which have not been explicitly consider-
ed in the construction of any -Canadian Nuclear
Facility built to-date. Explicit tornado resist-
ance, however, wil l be required for the proposed
Darlington NGS.

A complete assessment of the tornado hazard re-
quires the consideration of the following three
elements: 1) the probability and severity of the
tornado striking the site; 2) damage assessment of
the tornado on s i te structures; 3) the release and
dispersion of the radiological effluent to members
Presented a t the CANADIAN NUCLEAR SOCIETY
Montreal, Canada.

of the public If the resistance of structures i s

insuf f i c i ent . This study l imits the assessment of

the tornado hazard to element 1 and a small part of

element 2 - geometric layout. Ut i l i z ing the basic

variables of intensity I , of the Fujita scale , and

direction 0 borrowed from U.S. data and f itted with

log-normal probability 'distributions, a set of tor-

nadoes was randomly generated in space and time.

The Bpace was southern Ontario, the time was 5000

typical yearly tornado seasons.

THE PROBABILITY AND SEVERITY OF A TORNADO STRIKE

OVERVIEW: Tornadoes are the most violent of a l l

natural atmospheric phenomena. Fortunately, compared

to most weather phenomena, tornadoes are small,

short- l ived and infrequent. The probability of an

Ontario or Quebec resident personally Seeing one i s

remote: the perception of most people i s that tor-

nadoes are found in and almost confined to the cen-

tral United States . Even the recent tornadoes of

Oxford County, Ontario, August 7, 1979, and Hasson,

Quebec, June 27, 1978, ( less than 20 miles from the

centre of Ottawa) are thought to be "un-natural"

events. Yet, tornadoes have been observed as far

north as Yellowknife, and they undoubtedly occur in

every province and territory of Canada*"6 • • ' • ' ,

Some 200 tornadoes have been documented in central

Canada. S a t e l l i t e and aeria l photography has re-

vealed the traces of many previously unrecorded tor-

nadoes in the forests of western and northern

Quebec ( R e f- 2 ' W .

Not a l l reported tornadoes are truly "twisters".

Thunderstorms can cause local ized wind storms called

"plough winds", "blow downs" or "downbursts"(Ref "8).

These are characterized by extreme winds of short

duration with debris strewn primarily in the direc-

tion of the storm path. I t i s , in many cases, dif-

f i c u l t to judge i f the mechanism of the wind storm

Is rotary or l inear.

First Annual Conference, June 18, 1980.
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However, as damage of a localized linear storm Is

somewhat similar to that caused by a moderate torna-

do, (and perhaps reported as tornadoes in the local

press) they will be treated as a tornado in this
*

paper .

CHARACTERISTICS OF TORNADOES

Although violent, and unpredictable when seen in

isolation, the study of literally thousands of tor-

nadic occurrences in the United States has defined

behaviour patterns which can be described statis-

tically. Thus, without knowing the physical mech-

anism of tornado generation it is possible, with

due caution, to describe in terms of probability the .

occurrence and severity of future tornadoes.

Several tornado classification systems exist.

The most common is the Fujita, Pearson scale. Using

this scale, the classification is as follows:

(Ref. 11) (See also the Appendix)

cale

FO

Fl

F2

F3

F4

F5

Wind Speed
(MPH)

40-72

73-112

113-157

158-206

207-260

261-318

Path
Length
(miles)

0.3-1.0

1.0-3.1

3.2-9.9

10.0-31.

32. -99.

100. -315.

Path
Width
(feet)
18-51

52-165

165-525**

525-1700

1700-4800
4800-16,000

** Tornado at Hasson (20 miles from Ottawa),

27 June, 1978, can be classified as F2.

1ABLE 1

Abbreviated Fujita Intensity Scale

Although in this study a tornado is characterized

by Table 1 it should be remembered that this repre-

sents a simplification of the erratic behaviour of

* Note: Tornadoes or windstorms (= plough winds =

blow downs = downbursts) seldom, if ever, enter

the records of local weather stations: (1) the

probability of directly seeing one is remote;

and (2) instruments will likely be destroyed in

such high winds. Prediction of tornadic windt 1B

therefore not possible from data-based probabil-

ity distributions such as those provided by t.>e

National Building Code \pf Canada.

real tornadoes. Each tornado will go through its

own individual Life cycle and can presumably switch

through the full range of variables shown between

its genesis and death: its direction may change,

it may "skip" - that is lift-off and touch down,

conceivably it can disappear and be reformed again

later within its atmospheric host.

In general tornadoes move from the southwest to

the northeast. In Ontario, tornadoes documented

show more frequent west-to-east trajectories than

Is found in the United States. This directional

bias is important in the spacing of structures and

is of particular importance for transmission line

routing. It has been reported that Ontario Hydro

has had its North-South transmission lines cut 3
., , (Ref. 2)

times in 7 years

The frequency of tornadoes is determined by sta-

tistics. Unfortunately, routine statistics are not

available for Ontario or Quebec. From newspaper

clippings a frequency was determined for southern

Ontario for 1968 and 1969(Ref" X ). This indicated

a frequency of one tornado per 4000 square miles

per annum. (See Figure 1)

The basic set of variables utilized in tornado

risk models(Ref" 1 1 > 1 7 ) Include its intensity I,

path length L, path width W, and direction (J.

These 4 tornado parameters provide a general basis

for the tornado loading event which is wind, pres-

sure drop and missiles. From Ref. 11,17 the torna-

do eqnations for Eastern Canada may be specified as:

I = er Fujita Scale (r normally dis-

tributed with v = 0.5,

0= 0.5) (I < 5.15) 1.

S^L 2.10 miles

V = 10 -£=31 miles

V = 14.1 (I + 2)1'5

3.

4.

<J = 180 - 81.6 x er (r normally distri-
buted with u = 0.5,
O " 0.4) 5-

Reviewing equations 1 to 5, i t is seen that path
length, path width and maximum velocity are deter-
ministic functions of the Fujita scale. The distri-
bution of "I", Equation 1, was adjusted to duplicate
closely the known distribution obtained from U.S.
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data ahown in Figure 2 ( R e f - U ) . The distribution

of direction, Equation 5, was based on Figure 3

(Hef. 17) with a slight bias to shift direction

more to the East and South-East.

SITE GEOMETRY: The target was chosen to simulate

the area of a large nuclear- facility site such as

at Bruce . No attempt was made to model individual

structures at the site. The target is 2 miles long,

orientated in a North-South direction and has a

maximum width of 0.5 miles as shown in Figure 4.

COMPUTER MODELLING: A program TORNADO was written

to accumulate tornado strikes on a given target over

a given time span. The target was assumed to be

centered within a large control area of 200 x 200

square miles. Within any one year tornadoes can be

initiated anywhere within this control area. For

each event the intensity of the tornado is chosen

from its distribution Equation 1, the path length,

path width and velocity then follow from Equations

2, 3, 4; its direction is chosen at random from the

distribution shown in Equation 5. The tornado can

now be plotted and by geometric checks it can be

determined If the tornado track has traversed the

target area.

To derive statistically meaningful results a

large number of tornadoes must be generated. This

is accomplished by the use of 3 time cycles. Cycle

1 generated tornadoes in a one year time span. In

any one year the time interval between tornado

events is Foisson distributed with a mean rate of

occurrence of \

At = -

Note: figure 4 shows the importance of siting.

A station such as Bruce is sited on the eastern

shore of Lr.ke Huron. It has been postulated thdt

tornadoes or waterspouts approaching from the

lake are relatively few in number and weak in in-

tensity. Since most tornadoes (80-90Z) traverse

west to east, the siting of Bruce may have Incor-

porated an unknown bonus of a reduction of torna-

do frequency by about one order of magnitude.

Such site dependent "iihieldlng" has not been in-

corporated in this assessment. As yet no scien-

tific studies have been forwarded In support of

the "shielding" theory.

where the mean rate 1B chosen from historical data

and E = a random number uniformly distributed between

0 and 1. One tornado can on the average be generated

for every AO0O square miles per annum. For 40,000

square miles this means that on the average 10 events '

can be expected per annum. Cycle 2 generates torna-

does within a 50 year period. The 50 year time span

was chosen to represent a time period against which

the tornado simulation could be verified by refer-

ence to local history, such as newspaper records.

The third cycle generates tornadoes over a 5000

year period and is created by 100 fifty year cycles.

This period was chosen to accumulate sufficient

hits on the target.

The results of the simulation are presented in

the form of tables, plots and histograms. Table 2

is a record of the first 50 years of simulation.

Figure 5 is a histogram of year 1. Shown in Figure

5 are the observed, relative and cumulative fre-

quencies of Fujita Intensity. Events are recorded

between 11 lower and upper cell limits as shown.

Figure 6 plots the year one tornado tracks super-

imposed on a map of Southern Ontario. The control

area of 40,000 square miles is shown in dashed

lines. Figure 7 graphically displays the histogram

of 469 tornadoes which represent the first 50 year

cycle.

For 5000 years a total of 49668 tornadoes were

generated. From this number 11 traversed the target

area. These 11 hits were identified and are illus-

trated in Table 3. The information in Table 3 is

plotted in Figure 8 shewing the annual frequency

of site velocity >V. It is Been that the return

period for a tornado strike is approximately 500

years.

DAMAGE ASSESSMENT OF THE TORNADO
ON NUCLEAR FACILITIES

Structures designed to resist tornadoes must be

able to withstand (a) windspeed, (b) missiles and

(c) pressure drop.

Structures and equipment built to resist torna-

does have been found to be strengthened as follows:

(Ref. 12).

1. Significant Increase In concrete roof slab thick-
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ness on Safety Class Structures. Typically from

4" to 12".

2. Elimination of architectural facades or structur-

al steel framing around safety class structures.

Alternatively such structures were beefed up to

carry tornado loads.

3. ReanalysiB and structural strengthening of tur-

bine halls and elimination of any masonry struc-

tures as part of the turbine building structure.

4. Installation of concrete missile protection and

dewatering covers over spent fuel pits.

5. Stiffening of steel shell storage tanks having a

safety function.

6. Increased concrete wall thickness of all safety

class structures other than containment from a

nominal 8" to 12" to 18" to stop tornado mis-

siles.

Using the above procedures there is no doubt that

any one designated Isolated structure can be made

tornado proof. However, a nuclear facility such as

a power plant is a complex arrangement of safety

and process systems that interact not only with

themselves but also, for example, through transmis-

sion lines, with the surrounding community. It is

impossible to place a protective envelope around the

entire system. Successful tornado defence is thus

not only a function of the increased use of struc-

tural resistance but ecu only be provided through

global safety review process.

CONSEQUENCE OF A TORNADO STRIKE

In this century, over 100 Canadians have died as

a consequence of tornado strikes. These fatalities

have occurred because of the direct destructive

forces of the tornado.

All of us are subject to a direct tornado risk;

those people living near a nuclear facility face

the possibility of an additional indirect risk -

radioactive release from a tornado Induced failure.

The AECB licenses a variety of nuclear facilities:

nucleiir power reactors, research reactors such as

the Slowpokes, fuel conversion facilities, nines

and toilings area, heavyjwater plants. No expli-

cit tornado requirements have been specified in any

of these facilities built tc—date; however, compar-

ed to most industrial buildings the implicit tornado

-4 -

resistance is very high. The question to be asked:

•hould explicit tornado design requirements be made

mandatory for nuclear power plants? For all nuclear

facilities?

For nuclear power plants now in the planning

stage such as Darlington, explicit tornado design

will be required. Other nuclear facilities will

be examined for the consequence given a tornado

strike; hardening requirements, if so needed, will

then be specified on a case by case basis.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

1) Popular opinion relegates tornadoes to the Ameri-

can Mid-West: tornadoes in Canada are thought to

be isost "un-natural" events. The frequency of

occurrence of tornadoes is certainly higher in

the United States, but Canada is far from being

tornado-free. The number of reported tornadoes

in Canada in 1978 totalled 75, of which 30 occur-

red over Ontario. The actual number may be much

higher.

2) Currently no Nuclear Facility has been built to

explicitly resist a tornado strike, although most

facilities, because of thef.r massive Civil Works,

should have a high implicit resistance. Darling-

ton HGS will be the first Nuclear Power Plant to

be explicitly designed to resist tornado forces.

It is a conclusion of this paper that a tornado

strike in Eastern Canada is sufficiently probable

to require an investigation of the consequence

of a tornado strike for Nuclear Power Plants as

well as all other Facilities licensed by the AECB

that may pose a safety and health hazard to the

public.

3) Routine tornado statistics are not compiled in

Canada. The AECB considers it important to study

the tornado risk in more detail. The AECB is

assisting the Atmospheric Environment Service to

compile and maintain national tornado statistics.

In addition the AECB will encourage the study of

the synoptic conditions that are favourable to

tornado and extreme wind generation to increase

the understanding of the causal mechanism of such

events. The latter task is especially important

because the observed tornado frequency is suspec-

ted of being only a fraction of the actual fre-

quency.
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APPENDIX

FDJITA SCALE CLASSIFICATION OF TORNADO WIND INTENSITY

Fujita Scale Same

F - Doubtful Tornado

less than 40 mph

F 0

F 1

F 2

F 3

F 4

F 5

Very Weak Tornado

40 - 72 mph '

Weak Tornado

73 - 112 mph

Strong Tornado

113 - 157 mph

Severe Tornado

158 - 206 mph

Devasting Tornado

207 - 260 mph

Incredible Tornado

261 - 318 mph

F 6 - 12 Inconceivable Tornado

319 nph to sonic speed

Characteristics of Damage

40 mph sp2ed corresponds to Beaufort 8 or "Fresh Gale". Beaufort

specification for use on land is "Breaks twigs off trees". Little

damage is expected.

This speed range corresponds to Beaufort 9 through 11. Some damage

to chimneys or TV antennae; breaks branchi- off trees; pushes over

shallow-rooted trees; old trees with hollow inside break or fail;

sign boards damaged.

73 mph is the beginning of hurricane windspeed or Beaufort 12.

Peels surface off roofs; windows broken; trailer houses pushed or

overturned; trees on soft ground uprooted; some trees snapped;

moving autos pushed off the road.

Roof torn off frame houses leaving strong upright walls standing;

weak structure or outbuildings demolished; trailer houses demolish-

ed; railroad boxcars pushed over; large trees snapped or uprooted;

light-object missiles generated; cars blown off highways; block

structures and walls badly damaged.

Roof and some walls torn off well-constructed frame houses; some

rural buildings completely demolished or flattened; trains over-

turned; steel framed hangar-warehouse type structures torn; cars

lifted off the ground and may roll some distance; most trees in a

forest uprooted, snapped, or leveled; block structures often leveled.

Well-constructed frame houses leveled, leaving piles of debris;

structure with weak foundation lifted, torn, and blown off some dis-

tance; trees debarked by small flying debris; 6andy soil eroded and

gravels fly in high winds; cars thrown some distances or rolled con-

siderable distance finally to disintegrate; large missiles genera-

ted.

Strong frame houses lifted dear off foundation and carried consi-

derable distance to disintegrate; Bteel-reinforced concrete struc-

tures badly damaged; automobile-sized missiles fly through the dis-

tance of 100 yds. or more; trees debarked completely; incredible

phenomena can occur.

Should a tornado with the maximum windspeed in excess of F 6 occur,

the extent and types of damage may not be conceived. A number of

missiles such as ice boxes, water heaters, storage tanks, automo-

biles, etc., will fly through a long distance, creating Berious

secondary damage on Btructures. Assessment of tornadoes in these

categories is feasible only through detailed survey involving en-

gineering and aerodynamical calculations as well as meteorological

nodeIs of tornadoes.
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TABLE 3

SIMULATED 5 0 0 0 YEAR RECORD OF TORNADO STRIKES

*

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

FUJITA
. SCALE

1.0

2.2

2.2

3.2

3.4

3.6

4.2

4.3

4.7

5.1

5.1

VELOCITY
MPH

72

120

120

164

17S

185

217

224

245

266

266
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auaaars. A few other resent toraa-
doea are alao ahovn to illuatnte
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FIGURE 1 TORNADIC OCCURRENCES IN SOUTHERN ONTARIO

(from Reference 1)
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Figure 2 DISTRIBUTION OF OBSERVED U.S. TORNADOES

(Reference 11)
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